TOOLS FOR PROJECT PLANNING

Resource 9

STAKEHOLDER ANALYSIS

PESTLE Analysis

Use a PESTLE Analysis to identify possible stakeholders relevant to your project. PESTLE stands for:
Political | Economic | Social/Cultural | Technological | Legal | Environmental
PESTLE

Your response:

Political:
For example, government
departments who may be able to
provide funding; lobby groups who
might advocate for or against your
project

Economic:
For example, funding agencies or
donors who might support your
work; local businesses that might
receive more (or less) business due to
your project

Social/Cultural:
For example, specific cultural
or ethnic groups that might be
empowered or marginalised by your
project; gender groups that might
react differently to your project

Technological:
For example, companies whose
equipment you may need to
purchase; skilled tradesmen who
may be needed to repair any broken
equipment

Legal:
For example, government
departments who may be required to
‘sign-off’ on local projects

Environmental:
Often the environment can be
considered a stakeholder in itself

This information is a guide; the means by which it is applied is under your direction. Use of our website, and the information and materials within, is at the risk of the user, and Grassroots Collective will not accept responsibility for any damages
which may arise from the use of this site. It is essential that you contextualise the use of this guidance and apply it within the legal limitations of your country. This is a living document and should not be treated as a stand-alone solution to all
crowdfunding challenges. Concepts of best practice are constantly being reviewed and refined, as is the contents of this guide. We cannot guarantee the completeness, accuracy or suitability of this information for any particular purpose.

This resource was produced by Grassroots Collective. Find more useful resources for community development organisations
at www.thegrassrootscollective.org. Have a question about project planning for community development or want to learn about
how we can support your organisation on its mission? Contact us at support@thegrassrootscollective.org.
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